The effect of an inconsistent breathing amplitude on the relationship between an external marker and internal lung deformation in a porcine model.
Investigate the relationship between the motion of the Varian Real-time Position Management (RPM) device and the internal motion of a pig during induced inconsistencies in the amplitude of breathing. Twelve studies were performed on four ventilated female Landrace cross pigs using a GE Healthcare, Discovery CT 750 HD scanner. In each study, a 4.0 cm section (64 slices) of the pig's lungs was repeatedly scanned 20 times using cine mode, each time lasting more than one breathing cycle. During these cine scans, a Varian RPM device was used to collect respiratory amplitudes and the ventilator air return tube was periodically crimped to induce inconsistent breathing amplitudes. Each breathing cycle and its associated cine scan were categorized as either consistent or inconsistent, based on thresholds of the minimum expiration and maximum inspiration amplitudes. From the group of consistent amplitude cine scans in a study, a reference scan was chosen. The effect of inconsistent breathing amplitudes on the relationship between the motion of the RPM marker and the motion within three regions of interest (in each lung and the chest wall) was investigated with two methods: (1) A 4D-CT sorting algorithm based on RPM amplitude was used to sort volumes into 4D-CT phase bins. Within each phase bin, the nonlinear deformation of volumes collected during consistent and inconsistent breathing amplitude was calculated with respect to the reference volume. The magnitude of the deformations (in mm) were compared to determine if inconsistent breathing amplitude caused greater deformations. (2) Nonlinear deformations between each CT volume from a cine scan and the maximum expiration volume of the reference scan were calculated. Regression analyses between the nonlinear deformations within three regions of interest (in each lung and the chest wall) and the RPM amplitudes were performed to test the effect of inconsistent breathing amplitudes on the linearity of the relationship between the 3D motion of internal anatomy and the 1D motion of the RPM external marker. (1) Inconsistent versus consistent breathing amplitudes caused a significant increase in deformation relative to the reference scan within the left lung (1.40 +/- 0.42 versus 1.29 +/- 0.36 mm, p < 0.05). (2) One-to-one correspondences between motions of internal anatomies and motion of the RPM external marker did not exist. The regression lines between the two types of motions did not yield an identity relationship (unity slope and zero intercept). Inconsistent breathing produced significantly different regression lines than consistent breathing in ten of the 12 studies within a left lung region of interest. The results of these two studies indicate that inconsistency in the amplitude of breathing disrupted the correspondence between the motion of the external marker and internal anatomies. As a consequence, radiation therapy of tumors embedded in lung tissue may be prone to significant errors if inconsistent breathing amplitudes occur during treatment.